Year 5 Lock Down Learning Matrix
Choose your favourite LITERACY and MATHEMATICS activity and post a PHOTO of your work on Seesaw.
Literacy

Mathematics

Reading
https://www.gocomics.com/garfield/1993/03/18

Reading
Read a book of your choice.

Read 3 comics of your choice, snip and upload them,
with a brief summary of what happens in each comic.

Write a summary of what you have read. (6 sentences)
Or 10 facts if you are reading a non fiction text

List all of the different emotions Garfield and the
other characters are feeling.

Draw a picture that includes a scene from your story or
diagram from your book.

Use your laptop to find out how long it would take to
drive to Adelaide from Greenvale P.S

Search the Tokyo Olympic Medal Tally
Answer these questions:
Who is winning?
Who is 4th?
How many more gold medal does China have than Great
Britain?
How many medals have USA and Australia won
together?

Three 2 digit numbers add up to 65.
Write down as many different combinations as
you can think of.

Physical Education

Curiosity
https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/lonesomegeorge/galapagos-tortoises-and-evolution

You need to have a 30 minute rest every 2 hours of
driving.
List the towns you will need to stop at.

Wellbeing / Physical
Education/Curiosity

Class
Link
Meeting Number
Meeting Password

Wellbeing
Help Seeking - what is a problem you have
experienced lately that you have been able to solve
yourself?
Write it in a paragraph and send it to me.

5EB
Click here
165 111 2891
GPS5EB

Writing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnV4Vy7wiN
E

Choose a sport from the Olympics.
Think of ways to adapt it with equipment from home
and take a photo of yourself performing the modified
sport.

5JA
Click here
165 621 9661
GPS5JA

5MM
Click here
165 853 0526
GPS5MM

Watch this Cirque du Soleil video.
You are a journalist.
Write a newspaper article about the performance.
You must include:
 Catchy title
 Eyewitness report
 Power of 3
 Alliteration

Extension
Three 3 digit numbers add up to 920.
Write down as many different combinations as
you can think of.

Galapagos Tortoise adaptations:
Write a paragraph explaining how Galapagos
Tortoises have adapted and the reasons they
needed to adapt.
Include pictures and diagrams

5SM
Click here
165 410 9359
GPS5SM

